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PASTEL GRENADES
DELAINEY WILLING
It’s one of those nights
Where the stars don’t shine so bright
One where I wear your old sweaters
To feel like the world isn’t caving in
It’s one of those nights
That feel a little more lonely.
Everyone’s been asleep for quite sometime
The night’s too inviting to give up yet

But I’ll scream and shout
All the way back

We wished for changed
With unknown consequences
Prayed for something different
Now the pain's gone away
Replaced by nothing
There’s an emptiness clawing
its way from my heart to my brain
The hole is dark where something once was
And there’s no hope for the doomed

After the first explosion you're not sure you
want to love again
But you do.
Because we have no choice but to feel
Everything.
Every little drop of sorrow
Every shock of pain,
We have no choice
And so we bear it with the new knowledge
That love isn’t what people taught us it was

In five years a lot can change
I’m only at the top of my game
When I’m insane
Oh, I’ll take this little secret to your grave
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I can’t believe I ever thought
Love was a collection of pink and orange pastels
Because it actually feels like a grenade
Went off in your chest
Leaving a gaping hole in its wake

Love isn’t the embodiment of young girls twirling
in beautiful silk skirts
Love isn’t free and it sure as hell isn’t equal.

We’re jaded
After that first whirlwind love
Disgruntled and unbelieving.
Until another stranger walks by
And manages to catch your eye
Leaving you wondering
Why you thought love was such a bad idea
So you introduce yourself and fall
A little more for the soft smiles and expressive eyes.
Until it all becomes too much again
And we’re forced to say goodbye.
Love is a never ending cycle
Of pain and misery
But also of amazement and unadulterated joy
Because the human heart never learns
That to love,
To give yourself to another,
Can only ever end
In loneliness.
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